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SITE RANKDIG: THE NEW ZEALAND HISTORIC
PLACES TRUST CRITERIA FOR FIELD SURVEYS
Kevin Jones
N. Z. Historic Places Trust
Wellington
Legislation protecting archaeological sites is now in force in
most countries.
In New Zealand, the law is framed so as to control
the destruction of sites by imposing blacket protection on all archaeological sites.
On application, this protection may be lifted from any
particular site by authority from New Zealand Historic Places Trust.
Decisions on whether a site may be destroyed are the refore made by the
principal statutory body charged "to identify, investigate, classify,
protect and preserve ••• any historic place ••• " (Historic Places Act ,
1980).
The use of the term "classify" here clearly places a statutory
obligation on the Trust to concern itself with the ranking and significance of historic places, which includes archaeological sites .
The statute places archaeological sites in a different position to
other broadly 'environmental' or conservation matters such as native
trees.
Until April 1976, archaeologists had to rely on persuasion and
public opinion to divert developnents which threatened to destroy sites.
Nov, archaeologists and the Trust in particular, face a challenge quite
different from the former need for persuasion; deciding which sites are
of less value and which therefore need not be preserved f rom developnent .
It is this question of value that has entered the professional literature
under the term 'significan.c e'(Uni ted States Forest Service, 1973; Lipe,
1974; Moratto and Kelly, 1976; McGimsey and Davis, 1977; Schiffer and
House, 1977).
It should be clear that decisions on site value cannot be avoided
in the long term.
To defer such decisions either means l osing control
of the situation (as we have in the case of small-scale farm developnent) ,
or in effect prevents developnent on quite a large scale, at least cumulatively.
Whatever one's personal attitude towards the landscape modifications and development that occur around us, it is realistic to recognise that the Historic Places Act 1980 would not be allowed t o become a
If it did, it woul d no doubt be removed,
major barrier to developnent .
as it has in a limited sense under the National Development Act 1980.
Mining legislation is currently under revision, and amongst
cedures up for discussion a re procedures similar to those of the
Development Act, with 'reporting agencies' making submissions to
a planning tribunal or a special mi.n ing tribunal, and eventually
Minister where the final deci sion lies (Link Consultants, 1981).
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New Zealand site-ranking precedents
In the early 1960s there was a movement wi thin the New Zealand
Arch~eolog ical fissocie tion t o devise practical means of pro t ecting s ites .
The me t hod proposed by a commi ttee of the Ass ociation council was the
scheduling of sites which were t o receive reserve status.
Two interim
re ports to t he council were later summar ised as follows:
A.
Sites of Nati onal Historic Importance: Scheduled and Protected Sites.
Category I
- Permanent Preservation - Historic or Scenic Reserve .
Ca tegory II - Inte rim Protection - i n which necessary sa lvage operations
are contempla ted should furthe r destruction or modification of the existing site threaten the prehis toric i nforma tion which it still contains.
B.
Archaeological Ren~ins - Si tes which a re recorded but fo r which no
additional protec ti on is sought.
Category III - Rema ins worth excavating and recording . - Sites which
warrant detailed r ecor ding and i nvestigation if time, labour and finance
available.
Category IV Remains worth recor ding - s i tes in which excavations are rega rded as not worthwhile because site is despoiled, insignif icant , or a
better site of similar type exists elsewhere.
Category V - Destr oyed - Sites of which no visible fea tures remain, but
a re recorded in printed lit erature or reliable manuscript ••••
The kinds of si tes and criteria selected must be expected to vary
from region to region.
This is due to the fact that different types
of sites are being or have been destroyed in each r egion, and more importantly, because the types of sites and settlement patterns found
throughout New Zealand vary in kind, number and distr ibution from region
to region (Green, 1963 ) .
The criteria f or permanent preservation of the sites of national
histori c importance were:
Unique sites in the region which - because of their wealth of visible features , or t heir association with events in Maori tradition, or
the fact that their partial excavati on and the information derived from
it has made them key sites in the interpretation of New Zea l and prehistor y
- warrant consideration a s sites of ~ationa l Historic Importance.
For
the most part these si tes should have been little disturbed by European

settlement so that possibl e excavations in t hem may be expected to thr ow
additional light on existing problems and still yield materia ls fo r new
interpreta tions in the f u ture (Green, 1963) .
One of the re ports from the council committee contained lists compiled by some filekeepers of s ites for scheduling.
This movement
foundered for lack of agreement on a number of i ssues wi thin the Association.
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Associa t ion , had been pr epar ed t o assist with a national a rchaeo l O£ical
s urvey .
A key poi nt in the Depar t ~eot ' s consideration of the progralllll!e
was that "some type of significance rating on notion- wide basis" was to
be devised.
Dr a ft gui deli nes wer e -r epar ed by the Cent r al Fi l ekee per
but not ci r cul ated .
Among the c riter ia was " the des i r ability of pres ervi ng a f ull range of typical site types i n an a r ea" .
I n 1976 t he Histo r ic Pl aces Amendment Act 1975 came i nto fo r ce ,
a nd t he actual shape of the "a r chaeol ogical survey" was determined by
t he sta ff ing needs entail ed in tha t legislation.
Ranking of sites also gained some hol d i n site surveying practice
in the 1970s .
There is no need to r eview all of these here since mos t
f ollow pr eceden t s set in ea r lier reports .
Some int r oduce new criter ia
to be used in evaluating sit es , not ably r epor ts by Davidson ( 1971) ,
Coster and Johns tone (1975) a nd Challis (1976).
These re ports pr eda t e
implementation of the His toric Pl aces Amendment Act 1975 and they were
wri t t en i n ant i ci pati on of land use chanees in the s urvey area.
The
ob j ect , a l bei t unstated , of t he gradings adopted would have been t o estab lish signif icance and hence prior ities fo r preservation of sites
threa t ened by land deve l opnent .
The r anking categories proposed i n the
three s tudies are l i s ted and discussed below.
Da vidson's ( 1971) r anking categor ies may be l i sted as follows :
Sites of outstanding historical, t r aditional or visua l i mpor tance.
Sites of grea t er than a verage importance ,
3. Aver age sites .
Some si t es in this gr oup r ange up towards gr oup 2 ,
other s t end down t owards gr oup 4.
4.
Sites wh i ch on pr es ent evide nce tend t o be of less than average s ignifi cance.
Incl udes doub t ful sites a nd sites in poor e r condition.
5.
Sites of litt l e or no s i gnificance , often in ve ry poor condition or
e n ti r ely destroyed .
Sites i n gr oups 1 and 2 shoul d be regarded as important , a nd most sites
Sites in group 4 do not on present
i n 3 a r e pr obably also important .
evidence appea r to have much s i gnificance , but could be found to be important in the light of subsequent knowledge .
Only sites in gr oup 5
can be safe ly rega r ded as having little significance .
1.
2.

In di scussing these cate gories , Davidson emphasises tha t they a r e
r elative one to the other.
The ex plicit ma tt e rs on which significance
i s based a re evidently: histori cal impor tance , trad i tional importance
and visual impor tance ,
These cr ite r ia do not specifically include values der ived f r om the si tes ' potential fo r future a r chaeoloP,ica l resen r ch .
However, at the time of writing , Davidson (1971: 22) anticipated undertaking a " thor ough a nalysis of haori sett l ement p11tter ns" which may be
reflected in the sta ted gradings f or sites .
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The ranking categories used by Coster and Johnstone (1975) are
slightly different.
1.
Outstanding site.
2.
Repres entative site of relatively high archa eological, historical
or scenic significance, or unusually well preserved.
3.
' Average' si te. Not unusual but of possible archaeological or
scenic interest and in a reasonably good state of preservation.
4.
Insignificant or badly damaged site.
The autho rs explicitly recognise that the scale is based on visible
surface features rather than "true archaeological importance". Specified
matter s taken into account in the formula tion of these gradings include:
archaeological interest, historical interest, scenic interest and state
of preservati on .
In addition , the authors include the need for "a representative selection of all kinds of sites" within the study area,
f ollowing Davidson's (1975) report to the Auckland Regional Authority.
The ranking categories adopted by Challis (1976) are again slightly
different.
1.
Outstanding.
A site of major importance to New Zealand archaeology
And/or the Maori neople in several of the following aspects: visual earthworks, association of features, apparent archaeological potential , condition, Maori rever ence and traditional importance.
These sites warrant full protection measures.
2.
Important.
A site of significance in the study area, outstanding
in one or important in several of the characteristics listed under Rank 1.
Includes pertly damaged major sites and sites with unusual features.
Sites deserve full consideration in land use planning.

3.

Average.
A site with apparent archaeological potential but either
in poor condition or of a r elatively common type.
Sites merit careful archaeological reinvestigation and reappraisal .

4.

Less than average .

A site in t he form of findspot evidence only or

apparently in very poor condition.

Sites should be re-examined.
5.
Insignificant.
A site not accurately located because of apparent
destruction, foreshor e situation, surface masking or imprecise verbal report.
No furthe r consider~tion need be given.
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ground features on the basis of surface indications" .
Nevertheless
it is suggested that "a diver~ence of more than one point in the ranking
(e.g., from 1 to 3, or 3 to 5) can be accorded a high degree of significanc e".
The matters to be taken into account are clearly listed under
the definition of rank 1 sites .
These three approaches to the ranking of sites have marked similarities; among the more specific criteria for assessing significa nce are:
Criteria

No. of times cited

Archaeological potential
condition
tradition
visually impressive earthworks
historic association
representative of types of site
scenic
association of types of features
unusual features
find spot only
TABLE 1.

3
3

3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Rankin~ criteria used by Davidson (1971) , Coster and Johnstone {1975) and Challis (1976) .

Although these three authors have phrased their accounts of significance in different ways, there is a consensus here that the criteria·
that should be taken into account are: apparent archaeological potential,
condition, tradition/his toric association, visually impressive earthworks
and representative samples.
There i s also a clear recogniti on that standard extensive surveys of archaeological field evidence cannot adequately
assess sub-surface values of sites.
U,S, site ranking precedents
The above criteria a re similar to those pro posed about the same time
in the United States .
Lipe's excel lent synthesis of the conservation
archaeologist's role is a key paper in the disucssion of significance,
and in particular of the concept of a representative sample:
II

Many of our archaeologically-based national parks and monuments
were established on the presum1tion that the l argest , most
spectacular, and most unique (sic) types of archaeological sites
were the most significant.
At the time these preserves were
set up, this was pr obably an accurate reading of both the
public ' s and the research archaeologists ' assessment of significance .
Yet today, we have increased numbers of proje c ts
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designed to investigate functional variability among numbers
of sites, small as well as lar ge , and much greater interest
in the s tatistica lly typical as well as the rare and unique.
Fr om this perspective , it is easy to take the next step and
say tha t t he guiding pr inciple in aetting up additional a rchaeologi caly relevant land preserves should be representativeness rat her t han current significance.
The no tion af preserving a representative sample of this country's archaeological
resources should be paramount •••• Such a sample replicates the
main features of the origina l population, or universe, whether
these features are known in advance or not.
It thus permits
new discoveries about the sample which can be reliably thought
also to a pply t o the original universe."
(Lipe, 1974)
Moratto and Kelly (1976) have pr oposed that legal, scientific,
ethnic , public, monetary and managerial values should be taken into
account when deciding on significance .
McGimsey and Davis (1977) narrow
this down to: inves tiga tion potential, integrity, public appreciation and
monetary value.
The latter author s gloss these terms as follows:
1.
Investigative potent ial : : may be realised by (a) representative
sample, pr eferably based on stratified sampling, (b) current research
values.
2.
Integrity: a concept derived from U. S. National regis ter, covering
in part condition and historic association.
3.
Public appreciation of the results of previous research and commemoration of past individuals or cultures.
4.
Monetary value.
The U.S . Nati onal Register of Historic Places includes archaeological
sites and buildings , so that its criteria are of necessity broadly framed.
However, they ar e worth quoting.
"The quality and significance in American history , architecture ,
archaeology, and culture is present in districts, sites , buildings,
struc tures, and objects t hat possess integrity of location,design,
setting, materi als, workmanship, feeling and association, and :
A.
that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broBd patterns of our history; or
B.
that are associated with the lives of persons significant in
our pas t; or
C.
that embody the dis tinctive characteristics of a type, period,
or method of construction •• • • or that represent a significant and dis tinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction ; or
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that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history."
(Greenberg, 1976:XV)

Of interest in these criteria is (C ) , the idea that although individual
"components may lack distinction", their association to form an entity
may be valuable.
This concept is close to that of the precinct or
historic area which may be of value in archaeological preservation, and
is now recognised in New Zealand law (Historic Places Act, 1980, s.49)
Site evaluation categories for site surveyors
The Historic Places Trust has recently adopted criteria of site
significance.
The need t o do t his has arisen mainly from increasing
archaeological surveys of afforestation blocks. Afforestation is a
drastic land-use change involving soil preparati on, reading , etc., which
destroys a hi gh proportion of sites.
After burn-off, site recogni t i on
is particularly easy, and in some areas the number of sites discovered
has been c onsiderable.
As a result , i t has been necessary to narrow
down the options for decisions on site preservation.
The Trust has
decided to do this by approving, with certain safeguards, the practice
of site surveyors recommending on site grading.
Such recommendations
are assessed by Trust staff and aiscussed with development interests as
to whether they are practicable.
The final decision is reviewed and
made by the Trust or its Archaeology Committee.
Three categories are proposed in contrast to the New Zealand precedents previously discussed.
This is because the catego ries are
essentially designed to lead to decisions to preserve or not t o preserve.
The intermediate category is for sites whose value cannot be readily
assessed,
Drastic as this seems, the alternative procedures available
for granting authorities would be less satisfactory.
This would be to
grant authorities for areas of land, in the same way that other statutory permissions are granted.
Although attractively conveni ent , this is
regarded by the Trust as legally doubtful under its Act and, more importantly. i t does not suff iciently safeguard sites in areas that are poorly
known or surveyed.
Following site survey , site surveyors are asked to allocate sites
to one of the following categories:
~A" site to be preserved,
"B" a holding category for sites that the Trust decides are to be investigated before modification, or are to be reassessed by Trust staff as
either "A" or "C"; and,
"C" sites that may be modified or destroyed on the condition that an adequate site record has been made.
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These divisions are based on e valuations of indivi dual s ites.
In some
cases a ' precinct' or a r chaeo l ogical a rea wi th a range of sites may be
a better approach t o the preservation of a sample of archaeological sites.
In such a precinct, authori t ies to modify or destroy "C" s ites would not
be gr anted .
The following criteria a re used in assessing s ites for placement i n
the ca tegories lis ted above :
1.
Scientific values. (a ) preserve a representative sample of sites:
and (b) preserve s ites relevant to research programmes.
2.
Management values .
(a ) preserve sites unlikely to be threatened
by developmen t operations, (b) preserve 'archaeological l andscapes'
r athe r than scattered individual sites.
3.
Public values.
(a ) preserve sites with visible surface features,
(b) preserve intact sites rather than damaged ones, (c) consider traditional importAnce; educational or historical value; acces s ibility;
ownership.
Any of these criteria on its own may be sufficiently important to justify the "A" evaluation for a site.
In considering the area from which
a sample is to be taken, site recorders should look for a stream catchment, t r ansec t of o valley or coastal strip, or some other ' natural'
divis ion of the land , as the unit from which sites are selected.
Discussi on
Some difficul t y a rises in a consideration of t he area which is
sampl ed using these criteria.
In most s urveys, the project area will
eventually be well known, ye t similar, occasionally adj oining land has
never been surveyed.
The noti on of 'representative sample' of any unit
other than th e a rt i ficially bounded pro ject area fai ls in this common
circumstance.
The principal difficulty with these criteria is that t hey are based
on information gained from surveys of s urf ace evidence.
In principle
the problem of sub- surface evidence has not been tackled, and i t must be
stressed t hat this s urface evaluation is the fir s t s tep in the process ,
In practice, no eval uation cri t e ria could be based on the minimal subsurfa ce evidence available f r om pre-devel opment site surveys over large
a reas .
I t is anticipa ted that testing of sub-surface sites wi ll remai n
with Trust sta ff or other trained archaeologists.
Sub- surface evidence. Sub-sur face evidence should of cours e be of the
utmost i mportance in final evaluation of a range of s ites.
However,
exce pt where l a nd i s disturbed, this kind of evidence is l eas t known
a nd least tangible .
Useful ? rchaeo loeicol evidence is undoubtedly
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on d isturbance in the course of the development opera t ion itself, e . g .
middens appearing in road s ections.
On-the-spot monitoring of site destruc tion could be of va lue here.
For a fract ion of the cost of excavation, consi derable information may
be gained by working "in t he trail of the bulldozer".
There could be
a fair measure of control of the earth-moving by virtue of the conditions
under which an authority is granted under the Historic Places Act 1980.
The paradox on which such an approach is based, viz., the site must be
destroyed before its value is known, but by then we have defeated our
purpose which is t o preserve the valuable sites.
In favour of the
approach is t he l ikelihood that the rapid gains of understanding from
a few sites destroyed in this manner, will allow for better prediction
of the value of f urther sites.
The post- mortem is a useful paral lel .
The examination hasn't saved t he poor fellow, but its results may allow
others to live.
Research potential. Consideration of the sub-surface evidence after
field survey brings into focus the problem of research potential.
It
would be foolish to say t ha t research potential is arbitr arily or 'subjectively' def ined.
Nevertheless, archaeologists will differ on the
value of specific research programmes.
In the case of the public
archaeologist trying to decide the research potential of a site in vacuo
only a consensus of current research values seems practicable.
The es sential difficulty lies in t he nature of archaeological research.
If one person or a group of people can in principle be accorded
the privilege of deciding research value/potential, then we have advanced
little past the era of Galileo.
It is the essence of a discipline like
archaeology, that advances are made by thinking out new ways of defining
and tackling problems, and indeed setting up the problems t hemselves.
If I may quote Sir Mortilner Wheeler discussing the results of the
"criminally unscientific" excavation of Mohenjo-daro:
"I am well aware that, in a ppl auding Silchester and Mohenjodaro, I am trespassing dangerously beyond the bo~ders of
scientif i c morality.
I am commending crime because it happened
to be s uccessful.
Let me make it cl ear that in neither case,
either at Silchester or at Mohenjo-daro, am I suggesting that
any s pecial merit accrues t o the excavators for the methods and
policy which they adopted.
In fact they knew no better • •.•
I r emember one of them visiting me at Maiden Castle, when, in
that closely interleaved site, I was digging a small area with
a teaspoon.
'What you want', said my visitor robus tly, 'is
300 men to whip the whol e of the surface off ' .
Years af terwards,
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standing on the eviscerated mounds of his Mohenjo-daro, I
recalled his words with a new understanding of his mind.
Nevertheless , hidden away in all this immorality is a moral
which is worthy of our attention.
I have mentioned Maiden
Castle , and am reminded that , in publishing our work t here ,
I expressed regret that circumstances had prevented us from
recovering any considerable portion of t he ancient town-plan
of the place •••• We do in fact need more complete pictures
of our ancient habitations, villages and towns: more longterm work,"
(Wheeler, 1950:125)
Before rashly advancing any abstract considerations of research
potential, I shoul d stress that a good deal coul d be done in t he way
of improving channels of communicat ion.
Besides the absolute necessity for all public archaeologists to be involved in substantial research,
s o that they are 'in the swim' s o to speak, a number of practical steps
could be t aken to refine consensus on the research possibilities of particular regions, especially those where development is r apid ,
For the last year, I have been looking at forestry blocks in the
Eastern Bay of Plenty and on t he East Coast,
It would be of s ome value
to me in recommending on the fate of such si tes as occur in that area,
if the re could be held a seminar or some formal discussion, on current
and anticipated research in the Bay of Plenty.
Research opportunities
to fill several life-t imes occur here .
To name a few:
1.
Inl and economic adaptions and settlement pattern in t he Whir inaki
valley.
2.
Morphology , location and age of ridge and hilltop pa in the Eastern Bay of Plenty.
3.
Inland riverine settlement pattern, e . g. in the Motu or Waiotahi
valleys .
4,
Hort icul ture and settlement patterns in the Cape Runaway vicinity.
5,
Inland ¥iaori settlement following th e Bay of Plenty land wars.
To s ome extent, venues s uch as a New Zea land Archaeological Association
conference would be a ppropriate t o this work, but it would be worthwhile
f rom time to time to ho ld seminars on the subject, either in the region
i tself such as the Northland seminar, or in t he universities. Another
practi cal s t ep would be to call i n consultants , usually from the universities, to 'audit' particular site survey reports and recommendations
with a view to the research potential they contain.
This is, of course,
in effect one of the functions of the present Archaeology Committee of
the trust.
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The re have been a few attempts recently to sort out the "ingredients"
of scientific site significance. Schiffer and House (1977) draw a
distinction between three types of significance: substantive, anthropological or social scientific and technical/methodological/ theoretical.
The terms are taken from their pa per and maybe glos sed as follows:
1.
Substantive: the value of a site for answering specific questions
about pre- history, usually of a region, for example, what sort of agriculture was undertaken here?
2.
Anthropological: sites that could contribute to 'nomothetic' generalisations about topics which supposedly provide the 'laws' of the
'science' of anthropology, for example, the relationship between economy and settlement pattern, culture change , etc.
3. Technical, methodological, theoretical : sites that would perhaps
not contribute to substantive questions as defined in 1 above , but that
would be useful for refining techniques of analysis, etc.
Groube (n.d . ) discussing the ranking of sites in Dorset , has also
defined a roughly comparable tripartite division of research values.
His paper covers also the degree and kind of threat faced by sites, and
the question of rarity and values arising thereform; these need not be
further discussed here.
Groube's account of research values follows:
1.
Problem levels.
a.
The collection of facts, usually by excavation; a low value is
placed on i mproving the sample by this means, since in Gr oube' s opinion
archaeology is in part the art of conducting research on inadequate ,
fragmentary remains.
b.
Integrative problems, for example, drawing correlations between
sites, detacting patterns, articulation of cultures; excavation is not
integrative in character unless all otherwise available data has been
assimilated .
c.
Theoretical problems which may not readily yield to empirical
demonstrations such as the nature of culture change, etc.
2.
Flow/feed back potential.
The value of a site measured by its
potential contribution to further research, and to raising the 'level'
of the problem.

3.

Local relevance.
What is a relevant resea rch problem in one place
may not be r elevant elsewhe re.
With some minor modifications, and allowing for t he inevitable problems of terminology, there is remarkable agreement between t he three
kinds of significance defined by th e two U. S . authors and t hose of
Groube . That is, "substantive" would equa te with "fact collection"
(although Groube places a low value on this in isolation) and "anthropological" would equate with "theoretical". Less clearly t he U. S.
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authors open "technical/methodological/ theoretical" category coul.d
equate with Groube's "int egrative".
The categories evolved a bove are, of course, analytical and may do
some vio l ence to any pa rticular field prob lem if one category is applied
to the exclusion of others.
Nevertheless, they provide a reasonable
scale of points on which to consider a site irrespective of any particular interest that an archaeologist may have.
To free the matter from unnecessary jargon and relate it to the
New Zealand scene, I offer the following as values that should be considered in assessing the research value of the site.
1.
Regional studies.
Will the site extend our knowledge of the archaeology of the region?
In many cas es in New Zealand, the answer to this
question would be yes, but the re would be cases where excavation will not
warranted but preservat i on is,
For example, would we want to excavate
another silcrete quarry in the Central Otago area, given the work already
done at Oturehua?
But certainly such a site is worth preserving.
Is
i t worth excavatin an isol ated kumara storage pit in Northland or the
Bay of Plenty?
These two examples would pr obably fit Groube's factcollecting level of archaeological problems.
2.
(a) Fact collecting.
The excavation of a pit will tell us something of its structure and function, but can this be regarded as a priority unless we have a wider interest, say in the distribution of pit
types or the function of a particular pit type within a settlement pattern.
Can we anticipate such a study occurring in future?
(b)
Recovery of portable artefacts.
The days of Teviotdale are no
longer here, but there is a respectable emphasis on the need to recover
artefacts: ( i ) if a site is to be destroyed, or (ii) if the material is
readily and economically excavated.
I would instance the swamp excavations of the last decade which of course have considerable integrative
value in terms of, say, stylis tic affinity between areas, environmental
reconstruction , etc.
3.
Thematic studies .
Dominant themes in archaeological research do
change, but central concerns s uch as horticulture , midden analysis, subsistence generally, s ettlement patterns, trade, etc. can generally be tied
to specific sites,
Sites can therefore be assessed according to the
contribution they coul d make to the study.
This contribution would be
of most use at Groube's integrative problem level.
4.
Method and technique.
It is clear that many sites lend themselves
to exercises in method and technique, although whether we would want to
defend the value of the site purely on these grounds is unlikely.
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Theoretical.
These values would be confined to issues t hat could
not be solved by any straightforward empirical demonstration; e.g. we
place considerable value on sites such as Pounawea, or the Opito middens,
because of their role in the development of New Zealand archaeological
thought.
Licensing,
Any elaboration on existing procedures will slow down the
rate at which decisions on authorities can be made.
In any period when
land developnent occurs at a high rate, the Historic Places Trust will
find its resources stretched,
This raises the question of whether a
more decentralised method of site evaluation and decision-making is
feasible.
One way to do this would be to license archaeologists to make decisions on site preservation.
Licensing of archaeologists who are willing and competent to undertake site evaluation would have the great advantage of speeding up the approvals required under the Historic Places
Act 1980.
The objections to such a scheme are fairly evident.
The first
is that the Truat is in effect already licensing archaeologists by the
practice of asking them to investigate and recommend on site preservation decisions.
Such recommendations from individual archaeologists
are of course subject to reTiew by the Trust's Archaeology Committee,
and eventually the Trust Board,
The practice could nevertheless be
regarded. as a sort of licensing.
Secondly, placing this power in the hands of individuals without
review means that they are subject to considerable personal pressure in
discussions with the developer,
Even with the existing procedures,
there is a tendency for field archaeologists to avoid discussing the implications of their work with the developer; understandably, some do not
wish to be at all involved with the question of site evaluation,
Thirdly, who would license archaeologists?
This matter would
either have to go to an arm of the state with available archaeological
expertise (i.e., the Historic Places Trust), or to a professional organisation.
At the moment, there is no organisation in New Zealand which
represents professional archaeologists~· One could argue that
this is no bad thing, and that the New Zealand Archaeological Association, which does an excellent job in promoting interest in the 'welfare'
of the archaeological record, is simply not meant to be that sort of
organisation.
Finally, the blanket protection of archaeological s ites which
exists in New Zealand is a very strong measure constraining uses to
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which land may be put.
The present struc t ure, whereby decisions of the
Trust are subject to appeal by the Minister, places review of the use of
this power with Cabinet.
It is probably best retained there.
Conclusions
Site evaluation categories for site surveys on land subject to radical changes in use have been discussed .
Three categories have been
adopted by the New Zealand Historic Places Trust: "preserve", "hold for
further consideration or investigation", and "may be destroyed or modified".
The grounds on which sites are placed in these categories are:
research value, ease of management, public values such as visible earthworks, tradi tional importance and education.
Although difficulties exist in predicting sub-surface site values,
these evaluation categories are thought to provide an essential basis
for digesting survey information for the purpose of decisions by the ·
Trust on allowable destruction of sites.
It is suggested that research potential of Nev Zealand sites may be
more readily determined by having set procedures for consultation, formal
or informal.
An analysis of research potential under the heads of regional studies, fact-collecting , recovery of portable artefacts, theme
studies, methodology and theoretical, is sketched.
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